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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

8. Explain the following loop transformations and

discuss how to apply them for loop

vectorization or parallelization : 15

(a) Wavefront transformations

(b) Loop Skewing

(c) Loop Reversal.
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Unit I

1. (a) Describe the evolution of modern vector

and parallel computers from earlier

sequential scalar computers. 10

(b) Write a short note on parallel random

access machines. 5

2. Explain how instruction set, compiler

technology, CPU implementation and control

and cache memory hierarchy affects the CPU

performance and justify the affects in terms of

program length, clock rate and effective CPI.

15

Unit II

3. With the help of suitable block diagram explain

the architecture of a typical RISC processor

consisting of an integer unit and floating-point

unit. 15

4. Define a crossbar network. What are its

limitations ? With the help of suitable diagram

explain the schematic design of a crosspoint

switch in a crossbar network. 15

Unit III

5. List the four cache memory organization

schemes and compare the relative merits and

demerits of all in terms of the following

criteria :

(i) Hardware complexity

(ii) Flexibility of implementation

(iii) Hit ratio

(iv) Cost.

6. Explain the following terms associated with

memory management : 15

(a) The role of a memory manager in as OS

(b) Pre-emptive versus nonpre-emptive

memory allocation policies

(c) Swapping memory system and examples

(d) Demand paging memory system

(e) Hybrid memory system.

Unit IV

7. Write and describe briefly any five essential of

a programming environment suitable for

parallel programming. 15
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